Abstract. The problem of finding a rank-revealing QR (RRQR) factorisation of a matrix A consists of permuting the columns of A such that the resulting QR factorisation contains an upper triangular matrix whose linearly dependent columns are separated from the linearly independent ones. In this paper a systematic treatment of algorithms for determining RRQR factorisations is presented.
for which Golub's RRQR algorithm [7] , [16] , [19] can fail arbitrarily badly; Kahan's matrix [28] is such an example.
Again the field lay fallow for several years. Recently Hong and Pan [26] proved that an optimal RRQR factorisation is able to produce an estimate of a singular value that is accurate up to a factor proportional to the matrix size. This result implies that, in exact arithmetic and with a combinatorial operation count, RRQR factorisations have the potential of being accurate and reliable. (Much more than that, though, the result represents a statement about the relation between matrix columns and singular values: it says that there are k columns in the matrix that can reproduce, up to a factor in the matrix size, the kth singular value of the matrix.) These days, the potential of RRQR factorisations is investigated for use in truncated singular value decompositions [10] , [23] , Lanczos methods [14] , total least squares [37] , and sparse matrix computations [3] [4] [5] , [30] . Stewart has extended the RRQR factorisation by allowing orthogonal rotations from the right, resulting in the so-cMled URV decomposition [1] , [31] , [35] , [36] .
The state of affairs regarding RRQR factorisations can be summed up as follows. Despite the variety of algorithms, the problem of what it means to find a RRQR decomposition has never been clearly defined. Most definitions of a RRQR factorisation are about as fuzzy as the one we gave in the first sentence of this paper. Relationships or connections among the different RRQR algorithms are not known. All algorithms have the potential of failing badly. For some, we know the matrices where they fail badly. No criteria, other than a few test matrices, are known for comparing algorithms and judging their quality. Surprisingly, in numerical experiments, most RRQR algorithms turn out to be accurate and fast.
In this paper we present a systematic treatment of algorithms for determining RRQR factorisations. We start by presenting three precise mathematical formulations for the problem of determining a RRQR factorisation: one is a maximisation problem, one is a minimisation problem, and a third one is a combination of the two. We derive a hierarchy of "greedy" algorithms to solve the maximisation problem. It turns out that algorithms for solving the minimisation problem can be obtained by running algorithms for the maximisation problem on the inverse of the matrix and vice versa. This gives two parallel hierarchies of greedy algorithms for determining RRQR factorisations. We show that the existing RRQR algorithms correspond to particular greedy algorithms in this hierarchy. Moreover, we present matrices on which the greedy algorithms, and therefore the existing RRQR algorithms, fail arbitrarily badly.
Finally, motivated by our insight from the behaviour of the greedy algorithms, we present three "hybrid" algorithms that solve the optimisation problems with an accuracy given by the bounds of Hong and Pan [26] . Although the worst-case operation count of the hybrid algorithms may be combinatorial, we have not been able to find a matrix where this occurs. We present a few numerical experiments to demonstrate that applying the hybrid algorithms as a follow-up to the conventional RRQR algorithms may prove to be useful in practice.
2. The problem. In this section we give mathematical formulations of the problem of determining a rank-revealing QR (RRQR) factorisation of a matrix M.
Let M be a real m n matrix and m >_ n. We assume that the singular values a(M) of M are arranged in decreasing order al(M) >_... >_ O'n(M).
We also assume that k is a given integer such that 1 _< k < n and ak(M) > 0. In the applications where rank-revealing factorisations are of relevance, ak (M) and ak+ (M) are usually "well-separated," and ak+l (M) is "small," of the order of the error in the computation, which means that the matrix has numerical rank k. Although our algorithms do not use this, it is useful to keep it in mind.
Denote by MH QR the QR factorisation of M with its columns permuted according to the n x n permutation matrix H. The real m x n matrix Q has orthonormal columns, and the real n n matrix R is upper triangular with positive diagonal elements. We block-partition R as where R ll is a k x k matrix. 
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The RRQR problem. The [20] with simultaneous worst-case bounds
In contrast, our new algorithms guarantee still tries to avoid selecting a very bad column. This is nothing but the standard QR algorithm with column pivoting [7] , [19] , which is also described in [16] . ALGORITHM GREEDY-I.3 (GOLUB-I)
Replace step 1 in algorithm Greedy-I by:
Find the next column + j of R q) such that maxl<i<n-t This algorithm can be implemented efficiently because the column norms 3'i need only be updated during each iteration, rather than recomputed from scratch [7] .
The approximations still to be discussed do not result in algorithms that are faster than Golub-I; in fact, they may be slower, but they are necessary to derive the remaining existing RRQR algorithms.
The goal is to make a further approximation to This algorithm was discovered independently by Chan and Hansen [11] and is related to the algorithm in [9] . Its choice of column j can be justified as follows. The
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality gives
As v has n-elements and satisfies Ilvll 1, it must have a component vj for which That is, the 7j from algorithm Chan-I will be almost as large as that from algorithm Golub-I, if both algorithms were given the same columns in A. 5 [20] , [21] and, as we will show later, has the distinction of being able to solve both Problem-I and Problem-II simultaneously. Our name for the algorithm derives from the last names of its authors, Golub, Klema, and Stewart.
ALGORITHM GKS-I Let R UEV T be the singular value decomposition of R with k n-k At last we derive the bound for algorithm GKS-I, which is also given in [20] and in Theorem 12.2.1 in [21] . Let In 6 we explained that the lower bounds for the singular value estimates from algorithms Golub-I, Chan-I, and GKS-I can be cast in the form As for other existing Type-II algorithms, the Type-II version of Chan-I, which we call Chan-II, was published apparently independently in [22] , [9] , [17] . The Type-II version of GKS-I was first published in [20] and will be called GKS-II. The Type-II version of Foster-I, which we refer to as Foster-II, was first published in [17] . The detailed exposition of Foster-II in [17] also serves to illuminate our algorithm Foster-I.
We still owe a justification of our claim that GKS-I also solves Problem-II [20] , [21] . Let We have ignored the greedy algorithms based on condition number estimators for triangular matrices, e.g., [2] [3] [4] [5] , [25] , [34] , because their behaviour depends very much on the particular condition number estimator. In particular, Algorithm Hybrid-I guarantees that
Note that Hybrid-I does not solve Problem-II. According to the unification principle, the Type-II version of Hybrid-I, which we call Hybrid-II, must guarantee that
Note again that Hybrid-II does not solve Problem-I. Hybrid-III does solve both Problem-I and Problem-II simultaneously, and it guarantees that ffmin (Rll) _> v/k(n-k + 1)' ffmax (22) 
Of course, the brute force algorithm, which tries every combination of columns, also solves these problems, but its operation count is combinatorial. What about the hybrid algorithms? Unfortunately, we lack a complete analysis of the worstcase operation count of the hybrid algorithms, although we believe that it may be combinatorial as well. However, preliminary experimental results in 15 demonstrate that the hybrid algorithms are rather efficient in practice.
As in the previous sections we assume that k is given. Although this may not be a realistic assumption, a proper choice of k depends very much on the problem to be solved, and we refer to [20] , [33] for the discussion of this issue.
12. Algorithm Hybrid-I. The algorithm Hybrid-I is a combination of Golub-I and Stewart-II, though in a practical implementation one may want to replace Stewart-II by Chan-II.
The obvious strategy of running Stewart-II after Golub-I is not guaranteed to solve Problem-I because Golub-I and Stewart-II almost always produce a unique ordering of columns, so the result of this strategy would merely equal the result of Stewart-II.
Instead, our idea is to alternate between Golub-I and Stewart-II and to let each work on a different part of the matrix: Stewart-II works on the (1,1) block of order k, and Golub-I works on the (2,2) block of order n-k + 1 of the matrix. Suppose Golub-I has picked the best column from the (2,2) block and put it in position k. Stewart-II then determines whether the kth column is indeed a good column. If not, it puts the worst column from the (1,1) block into position k. Now it is again Golub-I's turn to put the best column from the (2,2) block in position k. This process continues until Golub-I and Stewart-II agree on the kth column. To understand the resulting algorithm Hybrid-I, we briefly review Golub-I and Stewart-II. Golub-I is good at approximating the largest singular value of MH QR. In its first iteration it finds the "most linearly independent" column of R, i.e., the column with largest norm. Suppose we permute this column to the first position and retriangularise the matrix. Then the first column rile1 of the resulting triangular matrix where Rll is of order k-1 and Rll is of order k.
The two if statements assure that permutations are performed only in case of a strict inequality but not in case of a tie.
We proceed with an analysis of Hybrid-I because it is not clear that Hybrid-I eventually halts, and that it indeed increases amin(Rll). We first show that if Hybrid-I halts then 
From the interlacing properties (I1) and (I2) it follows that Hybrid-I(k+l) guarantees the same bounds as Hybrid-II(k). Thus, one way to implement Hybrid-II(k) is via Hybrid-I(k+l).
ALGORITHM HYBIID-II(k)
Hybrid-I(k+l)
Although nonsingularity is needed for the application of the unification principle, this implementation of Hybrid-II(k) has the advantage of doing without the requirement that the matrix be nonsingular. However, to reduce the proof that Hybrid-I(k+l) halts to the proof for Hybrid-I(k) requires ak+l (M) > 0, which may not be true. Our proof that Hybrid-II halts does so without this assumption, and it also enables us to design the more accurate algorithm Hybrid-III by providing additional insight into the nature of the problem.
The basic idea of the proof is again to demonstrate the strict increase of the determinant of the leading k x k principal submatrix during Hybrid-II. Unfortunately, we cannot prove that the absolute value of the determinant of the leading (k + 1) x (k + 1) block is strictly increasing because that would necessitate the assumption Retriangularise it from the left with orthogonal transformations to get where is of order k + 1 and is of order n-k-1.
Stewart-II:
3. Find the column j of (t) such that Ile-lll--maxl<i<k+ IleT-ll 4 v/(k + 1)(n-k)
The proof is similar to the one that establishes the bounds for Hybrid-I.
14. Algorithm Hybrid-III. Our last new algorithm is Hybrid-III, which sat-
There are several implementations of Hybrid-III. We present the one that is simplest to describe. This implementation, motivated by the fact that the determinant of the leading principal submatrix of order k is a strictly increasing function in both Hybrid-I and Hybrid-II, consists of running Hybrid-I and Hybrid-II in alternation until no more permutations take place.
ALGORITHM HYBRID-III(k) Repeat
Hybrid-I(k) Hybrid-II(k) In the experiments to follow, we counted the number of iterations in Hybrid-I when it is run after Golub-I. To prevent cycling in the algorithm due to roundoff errors, we carried out permutations only if the pivot increased by more than n 2 e, where e is the machine precision. To estimate the dependence of the running time of Hybrid-I on the matrix size n and the separation of the singular values ak(M)/ak+l (M), we generated fifty random matrices of size fifty, to which we applied Hybrid-I with k 37. Then we multiplied the last n-k singular values of these fifty matrices by 0.1 to increase the separation between the singular values but did not change the singular vectors. Hybrid-I was applied to these fifty new matrices. The same process was repeated on one hundred random matrices of size one hundred with k 75. Table 15 .1 shows how many times Hybrid-I required a certain number of iterations. Hybrid-I seems to require fewer iterations when the gap between ak(M) and ak+ (M) is larger, and--in these experiments, at least--the number of iterations does not deteriorate too much with increase in matrix size. 16 . Conclusion. In this paper we proposed three optimisation problems which we called rank-revealing QR (RRQR) problems. We presented a unifying treatment of the existing algorithms by placing them in a hierarchy of greedy algorithms. Finally, we presented three new hybrid algorithms for solving the three rank-reveMing problems. Unfortunately, we were not able to estimate the worst-case running time of the hybrid algorithms.
Most of the discussion for the RRQR factorisations can be extended in a simple manner to rank-reveMing LU (RRLU) factorisations [8] , [27] are generally worse and, due to pivoting and the resulting fill-in, their operation are counts higher. It is not clear to us which applications would benefit from RRLU factorisations.
In a subsequent paper [13] we show that very naturally the hybrid algorithms give rise to new algorithms for computing the URV decomposition [34] [35] [36] and also to a new divide-and-conquer algorithm for the SVD. In fact, using a preceding RRQR algorithm to accelerate the computation of eigenvalues or singular values is not new, see for instance [15] , [24] , [38] where a Jacobi method is preceded by QR with column pivoting.
In this paper, we present only one algorithm for each of the three optimisation problems, but one can easily design other kinds of approximate and exact algorithms.
Our motivation for the three hybrid algorithms was to perform column interchanges based on what we believed would result in a high rate of convergence. But sometimes one may want to trade off number of column exchanges for maintainance of sparsity [3] , [4] , [30] or minimisation of communication costs.
The ideas presented in this paper may aid in the design of special-purpose algorithms. Instead of choosing the best two columns to exchange, one could compromise and choose a column exchange that maintains sparsity or keeps communication costs low, while still ensuring that the determinant of the leading k k principal submatrix increases strictly so that the algorithm halts. We hope that the ideas presented in this paper prove helpful in developing algorithms for such problems.
